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Abstract—To reduce the computation load for electromagnetic 

field analyses of magnets wound with spiral coated-conductor ca-

bles, we developed a simplified analysis method. In the method, we 
analyze a single spiral coated-conductor cable carrying transport 
current under the external magnetic field, which is generated by 

the current in adjacent spiral coated-conductor cables while ignor-
ing influence of shielding currents in them. We conducted numeri-
cal electromagnetic field analyses with and without the model and 

directly compared the analysis results: magnetization and ac loss 
density distributions in coated conductors and the temporal evolu-
tion of ac losses. The comparison of the analysis results from each 

analysis model showed the applicability of the analysis method for 
ac loss estimation of magnets. 
  

Index Terms—AC loss, conductor on round core cable, elec-
tromagnetic field analysis, high-Tc superconducting coil, simpli-
fied analysis method, spiral coated-conductor cable.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

spiral coated-conductor cable is shown in Fig. 1. It is a 

cable comprising several coated conductors wound in a 

spiral around a round core. A conductor on round core 

(CORC) cable is a type of spiral coated-conductor cables. 

The spiral coated-conductor cable has a circular cross-section, 

that allows for a high degree of freedom with respect to bend-

ing when it is wound into a coil. Owing to their mechanical 

strength and large current capacity, spiral coated-conductor 

cables are expected to be used for coil winding of supercon-

ducting magnets [1-6]. 

The estimation of ac losses in high-Tc superconducting 

(HTS) coil windings is quite important to discuss their ap-

plicability to ac machines, such as stator coils in rotating ma-

chines, or ac magnets, such as magnets for synchrotrons. This 

is also the case for coils wound with spiral coated-conductor 

cables. Numerical electromagnetic field analysis is a powerful 

tool to estimate the ac losses of HTS cables and coils. Some 

studies have been conducted to evaluate the characteristics of 
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various spiral coated-conductor cables by performing numeri-

cal electromagnetic field analyses [7-9]. However, strict nu-

merical electromagnetic field analyses of coils wound with 

spiral coated-conductor cables are not realistic owing to the 

huge analysis costs caused by the three-dimensional geometry 

of the coated conductors in the cables and the small pitch 

length compared with the total length of the cables wound into 

coils. Therefore, we need to develop a simplified numerical 

electromagnetic field analysis method with an appropriate 

model of magnets wound with spiral coated-conductor cables. 

Although there have been several previous studies on the sim-

plification of the numerical electromagnetic field analysis of 

ac losses and shielding currents in coils wound with single 

coated conductors [10-12], there have been few studies on the 

simplification method of numerical electromagnetic field 

analysis of magnets wound with spiral coated-conductor ca-

bles. 

In this paper, we report a simplified numerical electromag-

netic field analysis method for coils wound with spiral coated-

conductor cables. The proposed method analyzes a single 

straight spiral coated conductor, which corresponds to one turn 

of the analyzed coil, exposed to a magnetic field in the coil 

cross-section [13]. In the analysis method, as shielding cur-

rents in adjacent spiral coated-conductor cables are ignored, 

the calculated ac loss in the spiral coated-conductor cable 

could include errors. We constructed analysis models with and 

without the analysis method and compared the analyzed ac 

losses. 

A  

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of a spiral coated-conductor cable. The cable composed of  
six coated conductors (two coated conductor per layer and three layer) and a 

round core. 
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II. SIMPLIFIED NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ANAL-

YSIS METHOD 

A. Simplification of Shielding Current Calculation 

We proposed a simplified electromagnetic model of mag-

nets wound with spiral coated-conductor cables for ac loss 

calculations [13]. In the modeling, a single spiral coated-

conductor cable corresponding to the turn of an analyzed coil 

is analyzed considering the three-dimensional structure of the 

coated conductors composing the cable. For the analysis of 

one single spiral coated-conductor cable, we used the three-

dimensional model of the cable to consider the influence of its 

three-dimensional structure, instead of the two-dimensional 

cross-sectional model of the cable. The analyzed cable is ex-

posed to a magnetic field that is calculated with the assump-

tion that currents are distributed uniformly in the coated con-

ductors composing the adjacent cables. Here, we ignored the 

shielding currents in adjacent cables, namely, the interactions 

among the shielding currents in the analyzed cable and those 

in the adjacent cables are not considered in the electromagnet-

ic field analysis for ac loss calculation. 

By applying the simplification to the ac loss analyses, we 

could drastically reduce calculation costs, such as calculation 

time and memory consumption. However, the validity of this 

simplification have not been discussed.  

B. Analysis Models for Validation of Simplified Method 

To directly compare the analysis results of the models with 

and without the simplified method, we developed the follow-

ing three models, and their schematics are shown in Fig. 2. 

1) Nine cables arranged in three horizontal and three ver-

tical rows were analyzed. This model represents the 

analysis model without a simplified method, which is 

the most rigorous analysis model possible. 

2) One of the nine cables was analyzed, and the influence 

of shielding currents induced in other cables was ig-

nored. Forced currents uniformly distributed in the 

coated conductors of the non-analyzed cables are con-

sidered sources of an external magnetic field to the an-

alyzed cable, and three-dimensional geometry of the 

non-analyzed cables is considered. 

3) A single cable was analyzed. This model is a reference 

for the ac loss calculation. 

The analyses were conducted under the condition that the 

same temporal profile of ac current and ac magnetic field was 

applied to each model. We compared the ac loss distribution 

and the time variation of the ac loss. However, when calculat-

ing the ac loss generated in all nine cables from the analysis 

results of model 2, the analysis was separately performed for 

nine cables, and the ac loss calculated for each cable was add-

ed together to estimate the ac loss. On the contrary, for model 

3, the calculated ac loss values were multiplied by nine to es-

timate the ac loss generated for all nine cables. 

C. Numerical Electromagnetic Field Analysis for AC Loss 

Calculation 

For ac loss calculations of spiral coated-conductor cables, 

we used the finite element method with the T-formulation and 

thin-strip approximation [14]. The equation to be solved in the 

analyses is derived from Faraday’s law, Biot–Savart’s law, 

Ohm’s law, and the definition of the current vector potential T 

as follows: 
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Here, T and T denote the magnitudes of the current vector po-

tentials at the field point where the potential is calculated and 

the source point where the current exists, respectively. n and 

n are normal vectors at the field point and source points, re-

spectively, and r is a vector from the source point to the field 

point. ts and  denote the thickness of the superconductor lay-

 
Fig. 2. Cross-sectional schematics of analysis models used in the study: (a) 

model 1, (b) model 2, and (c) model 3. Red circles with solid lines represent 

the analyzed spiral coated-conductor cables (in the cables, shielding currents 
are calculated). Black circles with broken lines represents the non-analyzed 

spiral coated-conductor cables (in the cables, shielding currents are not 

calculated, but forced currents are considered as sources of external fields to 
analyzed cables). In Fig. 2(b), the center cable is an analyzed cable as an 

example. 
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er and its equivalent conductivity, respectively. Bext is the ex-

ternal magnetic flux density. S is the area of the wide face of 

the superconductor layer of the coated conductors. 

Spiral coated-conductor cables have a short spiral pitch: it is 

a few millimeters in practical CORC cables [1]. In this situa-

tion, a very fine mesh structure is required to conduct precise 

analyses of multiple spiral coated-conductor cables. To handle 

analyses with many degrees of freedom, we applied hierar-

chical matrices [14] that can drastically reduce calculation 

time and memory consumption. 

Moreover, although an infinitely long cable model is some-

times used to analyze cables composed of coated conductors, 

such as Roebel cables or CORC cables, using the assumption 

that the cables have translational symmetry in the cable direc-

tion, ill-conditioned matrices can appear in analyses of the ca-

bles under the assumption of translational symmetry, and the 

convergence of the analyses can be worse than analyses with-

out translational symmetry. Therefore, we developed a finite-

long model of spiral coated-conductor cables. 

III. ANALYZED SPIRAL COATED-CONDUCTOR CABLES AND 

ANALYSIS CONDITIONS 

The parameters of the analyzed spiral coated-conductor ca-

bles are listed in Table I. A bird view schematic of the ana-

lyzed spiral coated-conductor cable is shown in Fig. 1. The pa-

rameters of the cable in the analyses were defined based on an 

actual CORC wire. In addition, we analyzed three pitches for 

each cable. In the ac loss calculations, each half pitch at both 

ends was not used because of the strong influence of the ends 

of the cables, and only the two pitches in the center part were 

used. 

The temporal evolution of the transport current and external 

magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3. I is the current per coated 

conductor, and it is assumed that the same current flows in all 

coated conductors that make up the cable. Here, Imax is set at 

30 A, Bmax is set at 0.8 T and its direction is the same as the y-

axis shown in Fig. 2. The frequency of the current and external 

magnetic fields is 100 Hz [13]. 

In the analyses, we used the electric field E–current density 

J characteristics of an actual coated conductor manufactured 

by SuperPower Inc. at 65 K. To formulate the E–J characteris-

tics, we used a power-law model considering the dependence 

of the critical current density Jc and n-value on the magnitude 

and angle of the magnetic field B and ϕ described in [15]. The 

measured and formulated Jc and n-value are shown in Fig. 4. 

IV. ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Magnetization and AC Loss Density Distributions 

Ignoring the shielding current in adjacent spiral coated-

conductor cables may affect the electromagnetic field distribu-

tion in the coated conductors that make up the cables. As the 

calculated ac losses in the cable differ under different electro-

magnetic field distributions, the magnetization and ac loss 

density distributions in the cable are compared before investi-

gating the influence of model differences on the ac losses. 

The magnitude of the magnetization 0M distribution at t = 

12 ms in a cable is shown in Fig. 5. The center cables of the 

nine cables in a 3  3 arrangement are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 

5(b). The region enclosed by the red broken line is where the 

wide surface of the coated conductor in the outermost layer of 

the spiral coated-conductor cable is perpendicular to the ap-

plied magnetic field, and where the magnetization is the larg-

est. The red broken area shows that the magnetization of the 

coated conductor calculated by the analysis using model 1 is 

larger than that calculated by the analysis using model 2. This 

is caused by the shielding currents in the adjacent cable that 

TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF ANALYZED SPIRAL COATED-CONDUCTOR CABLES 

 

Number of layers 3 Pitch length 5.6 mm 
Number of coated 

conductors per layer 
2 Core diameter 2.5 mm 

Width of coated con-
ductor 

2 mm 
Thickness of 

coated conduc-
tor 

45 m 

Thickness of super-
conductor layer 

1.75 m 
Separation be-
tween cablesa 

0.6 mm 

aThis is only applied to models 1 and 2. 

 
Fig. 4. Dependence of measured and formulated EJ characteristics on 
magnetic field. Measured critical current density Jc and n-value are plotted 

with dots, and formulated them are plotted with lines. 

 
Fig. 3. Temporal profile of current per coated conductor I and externally 
applied magnetic flux density B. Here, I and B are normalized by maximum 

current per coated conductor Imax and maximum externally applied magnetic 

flux density Bmax, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. AC loss density distribution at t = 12 ms in the spiral coated-

conductor cable calculated by (a) model 1, (b) model 2, and (c) model 3. For 

models 1 and 2, the center cable of the nine cables is in a 3  3 arrangement.  

shielded the external magnetic field to the center cable. As a 

result, the magnetization distribution, that is, the shielding cur-

rent distribution, in the analyzed cable was different depend-

ing on whether the shielding current calculation was simpli-

fied. Meanwhile, there was no difference in the magnetization 

distributions calculated using models 2 and 3. This indicates 

that the magnetic field generated by the forced current of the 

adjacent cables has little influence on the magnetic field dis-

tribution at the central cable. 

Fig. 6 shows the ac loss density distributions at t = 12 ms in 

the cable calculated by the models 1, 2, and 3. The center ca-

bles of the nine cables in a 3  3 arrangement are shown in 

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In contrast to the magnetization distribu-

tion, there was no significant difference in the calculation re-

sults from models 1 and 2. The point of large magnetization 

locates in the middle of the shielding current loop, and the cur-

rent density at that point is low. On the contrary, Figs. 5 and 6 

show that the points with high current density, where the ac 

loss density becomes high, are located at both ends in the 

width direction of the point with large magnetization. In other 

words, the difference in the magnitude of magnetization itself 

does not have a considerable influence on the ac loss density 

distribution. Furthermore, the ac loss density distribution cal-

culated by model 3 agrees with that calculated by models 1 

and 2. 

The point to be considered in applying simplification meth-

od is the distance between cables. The shielding current in ad-

jacent cables, namely the effect of magnetization in adjacent 

cables on the magnetic field distribution at other cable loca-

tions, is considered to be inversely proportional to the square 

of the distance between cables. If the cables are close enough 

to contact each other, it may not be reasonable to calculate the 

ac loss by ignoring the interaction of shielding currents in each 

cable. 

B. Temporal Evolution of AC Losses 

While the previous subsection focused on the electromag-

netic field distribution in the cable at a single time, this sub-

section discusses the temporal evolution of the ac loss. Fig. 7 

shows the temporal evolution of the ac losses calculated using 

models 1 and 2. During the ramp-up phase of the current and 

external magnetic field, there was some difference between 

the calculated ac losses by models 1 and 2, but the relative dif-

ference was approximately 15% even at the largest time (t = 

11 ms). Moreover, as ac losses at the time are relatively small, 

their difference does not have a considerable influence on the 

calculated total ac losses for the cycle. When the ac losses of 

the second cycle were integrated and compared, the relative 

error between models 1 and 2 was approximately 1.7%. Alt-

hough not shown in Fig. 7, as expected from the discussion so 

far, models 2 and 3 agree with sufficient accuracy, and the rel-

ative error between them is approximately 0.2%. The ac loss 

density distribution in each cable in model 2 was almost iden-

tical because the externally applied magnetic field was suffi-

ciently larger than the magnetic field generated by the 

transport current flowing the 3  3 aligned cables. Therefore, 

the ac losses in models 2 and 3 were almost identical with a 

relative error of 0.2%. 

This accuracy is sufficient from the viewpoint of predicting 

ac loss by numerical electromagnetic field analysis, and analy-

sis using models 2 or 3, that is, simplification of shielding cur-

rent calculation, is a reasonable method for ac loss calculation. 

 
Fig. 5. Magnetization 0M distribution at t = 12 ms in the spiral coated-

conductor cable calculated by (a) model 1, (b) model 2, and (c) model 3. For 

models 1 and 2, the center cable of the nine cables in a 3  3 arrangement is 

shown in the figure. 

 
Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of ac losses in the nine cables calculated by 
models 1 and 2. 
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For coils with a large number of turns, model 3 is considered 

to be sufficient for ac loss evaluation. However, if the number 

of turns in the coil is small and the magnetic field distribution 

in the cross-section of the spiral cable cannot be regarded as 

uniform, model 2 is considered to be more appropriate for ac 

loss estimation. 

In model 3, it is not actually necessary to conduct the anal-

yses for all turns, since the ac losses in the spiral coated-

conductor cables at different locations in the magnet will be 

the same if the amplitude of the externally applied magnetic 

field is the same. In terms of computational costs, model 3 can 

calculate the ac loss with about 1/80 of the memory consump-

tion and computation time of model 1 under the present analy-

sis conditions. In addition, the time required to evaluate the ac 

loss across the magnet is even shorter than in model 1, be-

cause the analyses with model 3 can be conducted for cables at 

several different locations in parallel. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A coil composed of spiral coated-conductor cables was ana-

lyzed, and the effect of simplifying the shielding current cal-

culation in adjacent cables on the analysis accuracy was eval-

uated by analyses. The comparison of the calculated ac losses 

from the analyses with and without the simplification showed 

the applicability of the analysis model using the simplified 

model for ac loss evaluation of coils. This result suggests that 

evaluating the ac loss characteristics of the coil by repeating 

the analysis of a single spiral coated-conductor cable several 

times is possible, thereby facilitating the ac loss evaluation of 

coils composed of spiral coated-conductor cables. 
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